
Faculty Executive Committee Meeting, 3/2/2016 

DRAFT 

Attending: Hasenfratz (head and chair), Knapp, Kneidel, Fairbanks, Mahoney, Recchio, Winter, Hepburn. 

Meeting began at 1:05pm. 

1. Agenda 

a. Update on Search for Aetna Chair. Hasenfratz reported that a verbal offer was under 

negotiation. A 2nd visit has also been arranged. The candidate is eager to get started 

with First Year Writing. Home institution will likely make a counter offer. If necessary, 

candidates 2 and 3 are very strong. Hasenfratz should have a final version of the letter 

for candidate on 3/11/2016. 

 

b. Update on Mengestu and Diversity Hires. Hasenfratz has made a verbal offer to 

Mengestu as per instructions from the Dean. Candidate is considering multiple offers. 

Hasenfratz is waiting for greater clarification re pending diversity hires.  

 

c. Graduate Admissions update. Semenza stated that the situation is improving. Currently 

there are 6 acceptances. Potential students are currently visiting. Graduate School 

processes have hindered our ability to recruit the highest quality students.  

 

State teaching requirements for teachers have recently changed, requiring graduate 

work/MA degrees in content areas. These would be non-GA MA students. The students 

might need evening courses, or perhaps offerings at regional campuses. 

 

d. C&C Proposal for New Major. Fairbanks walked committee through the new major as 

recommended by the C&C committee as a preview to next week’s faculty meeting.  

 

e. Attracting English Majors. Hasenfratz reported that the Dean has stated that 

departments with a decline in number of majors can expect a reduction in resources. 

We are being pushed on our efficiency in the classroom (low enrollments in graduate 

classes.) It is not clear that large lecture classes actually attract more majors. Winter 

asked whether the number of service and W courses was considered as part of English’s 

productivity. Hasenfratz agreed that the department should push back on the metrics 

used as they do not reflect the larger role the department plays. Recchio proposed the 

idea of a film studies class that follows the direction of current lit studies theory and 

offer it as a large format course. 

 

Hasenfratz would like to revisit the large format class in a more focused way. 

Hasenfratz also stated the goal of getting more TTT faculty to teach 1000 and 

2000 level courses.  

Recchio returned to his suggestion to require waiver students to take their first 

W course in their first year – the classes could be in other departments. 



Statistics were requested on the number of faculty who teach 1000 and 2000 

level courses.  

Hasenfratz stated that the current ADE issue has many articles on the decline in 

majors that he recommended to committee members. There was some 

discussion that the decline in majors in Humanities was a self-fulfilling prophecy 

with the national push for STEM subjects.  

Double majors were also discussed and statistics requested showing any 

changes over time in number of double majors and the areas with the highest 

number of double majors. It was suggested that double majors be interviewed 

to ask why they chose to double major and perhaps use this to guide other 

students. 

f. Tribute Fund. Hasenfratz reminded faculty of the Tribute fund and encouraged 

committee to consider making a contribution in honor of colleagues. 

 

 

 

2:30 Meeting adjourned 

Minutes respectfully submitted by M. Hepburn 

3/25/2016 


